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We specialize in seasonal gifts and
promotional items for all pet lovers.

Choose between collars for cats and
dogs, blankets, bags, bowls, travel-ready

accessories other fun gifts at competitive
prices. We now occupy warehouse space

in New Jersey to supply and dropship to
our buyers conveniently.

What are we selling?

About us

HumansLovePetsHumansLovePetsHumansLovePets

For reservation & information call: (848) 667-4544
 www.humanslovepets.com

We are proud to be a family-owned and
operated business, and we love to hear from
our customers. HumansLovePets.com is a
division of ATRIH LLC; a Sourcing Company
founded in New Jersey in 2009. Over the last
12+ years, we have worked hard as we strive
to deliver the best products with the best
service. We are equipped with the latest
technology & infrastructure to fulfill global
needs. The collaborative association of
factories in China and India enables us to
create the best combo series at attractive
prices. Our team members are passionate
about finding new ways to wow pet owners
and the industry by continually adding to our
inventory.
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At our company, we wholeheartedly

support our products, pricing, and

services, and pride ourselves on

cultivating long-term customer

relationships. 

Just like our unwavering love and care for

pets, we extend the same energy and

dedication to our clients by establishing a

strong bond, earning trust, streamlining the

purchase process, and anticipating business

needs to help them stay ahead of the

competition and succeed in the industry.

Mission

HumansLovePets.com is dedicated to building a sustainable ecosystem,

reducing waste, and cutting back on single-use plastics while providing

high-quality Pet Products. Our professional and reliable procurement

teams in Mainland China and India give us unique capabilities in assorted

and environmentally friendly packaging. We stand behind our products and

prices 100% Waste reduction and Sustainability: HumansLovePets.com

makes dedicated efforts to build a sustainable eco-system by cutting back

on single-use plastics. 

We make sincere efforts to provide environmentally friendly packaging. We

bring 12+ years of experience and specialize in procuring the best products

with customizable gift set packaging services for Buyers, such as offering

private label capabilities and desired price points for higher returns. 

Environment
Friendly

History 
With the onset of the Pandemic, we sourced

and fulfilled pet product demands from our

existing customer base and recognized the

future growth potential of servicing this

expanding market sector. Coincidently,

inspired by "Togo," a 2019 American historical

adventure film, directed by Ericson Core and

produced by Walt Disney Pictures, my family

welcomed a puppy just before COVID

Shutdown in Feb 2020. We named our puppy

Togo, admirably perceived as ToGo by friends

and strangers. 

Eventually, we created a ToGo Series of Pet

Products by Feb 2022 for Pet Owners, targeting an

easy and hassle-free lifestyle. Our team members

are passionate about finding new ways to wow pet

owners and the industry by continually adding to

our inventory. While maintaining our business

relationships with customers, we also support our

associates and local animal welfare organizations

to give back to our community and better the lives

of animals everywhere. Humans Love Pets, and we

believe pets make us better people. We aim to help

bring pet parents closer to their pets so they can

live more fulfilled lives together.
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